(10x10, 10x15, 13x13,13x20,17x17)

SETUP INSTRUCTIONS

10x10, 10x15, 13x13,13x20, 17x17

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!
If you have questions about installation, maintenance, or take down, please call us at (800)426-9496. Our
goal is that you are completely satisﬁed with our products. Please read this installation manual carefully and
follow all instructions contained herein. Please note that the installer is responsible for the site selection,
installation and use. Do not erect during inclement weather and follow all safety procedures during the
installation and take down process.
Please contact all utility companies for underground services. In many states, the utilities work together and
have formed a Utility Locating Service. It is your responsibility to locate all the underground services, including speaking to the owner about irrigation, pool and other special services that they may have installed. Also,
please note that special precautions should be taken such that any overhead powerlines are duly noted and
avoided during the tent erection process.

TentCraft Inc in no way represents the estimated holding power to be true in all cases. It is an
estimate, and as such, does not imply that the ﬁgures are sufﬁcient to hold any tent securely in
windy or adverse weather conditions. The tent installer accepts sole responsibility for the safe
installation, teardown, and maintenance of any tent. TentCraft does not represent in any way that
the materials provided with the purchase of the tent are sufﬁcient enough to hold it up in windy or
adverse weather conditions. There is no way for TentCraft to know the site conditions or the
weather conditions at the event. This leaves us unable to recommend the adequate amount of
holding power needed to hold the tent safely in position. Furthermore, we are not responsible for
the methods which the installer uses to erect the tent or anchor it in position. Installers MUST be
empowered to deem the tent unsafe for occupancy if/when the weather becomes unstable.
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Step 1
Remove the tent bag from the shipping box. Next, remove the tent from the
bag by opening the velcro on the side of the bag and lifting it up and off of the
tent frame.

Step 2
Place two people on opposite sides of the tent to ensure the easiest setup.
**If the setup includes a peak ﬂag, install the pole with peak ﬂag attached into
the peak cap at this point**

Step 3
Each person will grab the center scissor piece on their side of the tent frame
and pull it away from the center by walking/pulling backwards. Move the
legs outwards until the scissor pieces are fully extended.

Step 4
To lock the roof into place, stand near one of the legs, with a foot holding
down the baseplate at the end of the leg. Grab and press up on the scissor
piece at the corner bracket until it slides up the leg and locks into place.
Repeat this step for the remaining three legs.
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Step 5
Next, all four valance straps must be attached to secure the canopy to the
frame. To do this, locate the valance straps found at the halfway point of the
inside of the valance. Wrap the longer end of the strap down, and back up
through the connecting element on the scissor pieces – snapping it back into
the buckle.

Step 6
Pull the strap on the buckle to tighten the valance strap until the valance is
taut. Repeat these two steps for the remaining three legs.**When taking the
tent down, be sure to unbuckle these valance straps.**

Step 7
Lastly, extend the legs to the desired height by pushing in the push button on
the inside of the legs and pulling up until the legs snap into place. Repeat this
step for the remaining three legs.
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